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Keck observations have played a defining role in determining the impact of atmospheric 
chemistry, clouds, and dynamics on the thermal emission spectra of brown dwarfs and young, hot 
exoplanets. Cloud opacity becomes most important at two spectral type boundaries. One is the well-
known L-to-T spectral type boundary, where very red L-type dwarfs turn to the blue (in J − K colors) as
mineral clouds drop below the observable photosphere. This L/T transition occurs at a roughly constant
effective temperature of ~1400 K.  The other transition is the M-to-L spectral type boundary, when 
spectra transition from mostly star-like to more brown-dwarf-like as condensate clouds first begin to 
become important in the photosphere.  Although both these transitions appear more or less gradual in 
time-averaged, disk-integrated color-magnitude diagrams, time-series photometry and spectroscopy 
reveals that the formation and dissipation of clouds results in striking inhomogeneities across these 
objects’ surfaces (e.g. Artigau et al. 2009, Biller et al. 2013). Similarly, global circulation models of 
substellar atmospheres (e.g. Showman et al. 2019, Tan & Showman 2021) remain largely untested 
because such tests require the measurement of spatially-resolved features on a brown dwarfs surface. 
But disk-integrated observations are not sufficient to constrain the dynamical atmospheric processes 
and measure the unique determination of the brightness and geographic distributions of surface features
in these substellar objects (Cowan & Agol 2008; Apai et al. 2013).

High-resolution (R~100,000), infrared (1-4 micron) spectroscopy – Doppler Imaging – can 
provide the most powerful measurements of atmospheric clouds, thermal structure, and global 
circulation of substellar objects. The technique leverages high-S/N, high-dispersion, time-series 
spectra: as a target rotates, inhomogeneous surface regions affect the shape of rotationally-broadened 
line profiles. The spectra can then be inverted using various well-studied techniques to reveal a global 
surface map.  If a Doppler Imaging analysis focuses on only magnetic-sensitive lines, or on lines from 
a single absorbing species, then multiple global maps can be reconstructed: not just of surface 
brightness, but also of individual chemical abundances and magnetic field topology (e.g., Kochukhov 
et al. 2002, Briquet et al. 2010).  Sequential Doppler Imaging maps can therefore reveal the circulation,
formation, and dispersal of surface features on distant, otherwise-unresolved objects.

To date, Doppler Imaging of brown dwarfs has been S/N-limited and the technique has only 
been applied to a single substellar object: the nearby, variable brown dwarf Luhman 16B (Crossfield et 
al. 2014).  The global map recovered and shown in Figure 1 (recently independently verified by Luger 
et al. 2021) was derived from five hours of VLT/CRIRES data spanning just 60 nm, and revealed large-
scale surface inhomogeneities in this L/T transition object.  However, at just 2.2 pc away Luhman 16B 
is a unique object: most variable brown dwarfs are considerably farther away, and too faint for Doppler 
Imaging with existing instruments. A next-generation Keck Observatory would have an instrument 
capable of providing the next ‘quantum leap’ in Doppler Imaging sensitivity through 
acombination of high dispersion, broad spectral grasp, and Keck’s unparalleled collecting area.  

Adopting the metric by Crossfield (2014) to quantify Doppler Imaging Sensitivity – ultimately 
depending on spectroscopic S/N, the total equivalent width of all spectral lines used in the Doppler 
Imaging analysis, and the intrinsic level of surface inhomogeneities; the last factor depends on the 
targeted object, but is assumed to be 3% in the analysis that follows) and considering all brown dwarfs 
accessible from Maunakea (as reported in W. Best’s online “UltraCoolSheet” database) shows that  
Keck could construct global Doppler Imaging maps for up to forty brown dwarfs, from early L dwarfs 
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down to mid-T dwarfs and spanning both the critical M/L and L/T transitions.   Such an instrument 
would move the field of brown dwarf Doppler Imaging from the study of a few special systems 
into statistical studies of global weather patterns on dozens of substellar objects.

Successive nights of Doppler Imaging could observe the formation, evolution, and breakup of 
global weather patterns – just as complex weather phenomena are observed on Saturn (Fischer et al. 
2011) and Jupiter (de Pater et al. 2011) with ground-based telescopes. The changes in brown dwarf 
cloud patterns over hours, days, and years would place the tightest and most informative constraints yet
on emerging models of atmospheric conditions in brown dwarfs. These observations could even 
observe differential rotation in Luhman 16B’s atmosphere, which Doppler Imaging has revealed for 
main-sequence stars (Collier Cameron et al. 1995, Strassmeier et al. 2003).  Though everyone talks 
about brown dwarf weather, nobody does anything about it – but with such capabilities Keck could at 
least produce temperature and multi-abundance maps, track global weather patterns, and produce the 
first global weather movies on any substellar object outside the Solar System.

The optimal instrument capabilities are shown in the table below, and are designed to maximize 
the Doppler Imaging sensitivity metric described above. The broad wavelength range (1-4 micron in 
one shot) is set by the fact that Brown Dwarf information content is split fairly evenly across the JHKL 
bands (Crossfield 2014).  The high resolution (>= 100,000) is dominated by the fact that a Doppler 
Imaging map’s longitudinal resolution scales as (v sin i) / dV, and many brown dwarfs have v sin i < 10 
km/s. Adaptive optics would be useful (to enhance the flux coupled into the spectrograph) but may not 
be feasible since many brown dwarfs may be too faint for AO systems to lock onto. We note that 
NIRSPEC can achieve low-fidelity Doppler maps but it is not the optimal instrument for these studies: 
it is limited by both its relatively low spectral resolution (dV~8 km/s) and spectral grasp (one 
photometric band at a time).

Fig.  1:   Global  Doppler  Imaging  map  of  brown  dwarf
Luhman 16B,  obtained with VLT/CRIRES over one five-
hour rotation period (Crossfield et al. 2014).  With the next
generation  of  high-dispersion  IR  spectrographs  on  large
telescopes, once-unique weather maps of substellar objects
will soon become commonplace.

Capability Desired goal Rationale

Simultaneous 
spectral grasp

1-4 micron Maximize  
information 
content.

Resolution R >= 100,000
dV <= 3 km/s

Longitudinal 
resolution is set 
by (v sin i) / dV.

Throughput As high as 
feasible

Maximize S/N: 
brown dwarfs are
faint.

Adaptive 
Optics

Optional Many brown 
dwarfs too faint 
for NGS.
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